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No Respite for Yemen, Middle East's
East’s Forgotten
Child
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More than three years on, conflict in Yemen
Yemen continues
continues to rage, affording
affording
terrorist groups—namely al Qaida in the Arabian
Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) — lawless
territory to exploit and opportunities to recruit from the Yemeni masses afflicted
by a humanitarian catastrophe.
U.N. efforts to broker a peace deal have failed, leaving
leaving the nation embroiled
embroiled
in civil war, as well as an endless international campaign to attack the everever
fueled by the continuing conflict.
conflict.
filling ranks of AQAP, fueled

• AQAP
AQAP has demonstrated a resiliency to return to liberated areas
once security forces vacate, continues
continues to amass support by actively
fighting against the Houthis in southern
southern Yemen
Yemen alongside
alongside many local
tribes, and
and still remains focused on launching attacks against the West.
Without a clear roadmap towards peace, Yemen
Yemen appears
appears doomed
doomed for
for
• Without
subject to a
further infighting amongst the various groups and will remain subject

relentless Saudi-led
Saudiled aerial assault that has decimated the country. AQAP
AQAP
will continue to seize upon internal discord to orchestrate attacks, further
further
entrench itself into the country, and fortify its safe havens.
Read the full brief, featuring expert commentary by:
- Norman Roule, former National Intelligence Manager for Iran, ODNI
- Rob Richer, former Middle East Chief, CIA
- Bruce Hoffman,
Hoffman, Visiting
Visiting Senior Fellow, Council on Foreign Relations
- Stephen Seche, Former U.S. Ambassador
Ambassador to Yemen
Yemen
- Nasser Arrabyee, Yemeni Journalist

China's Chinese Intelligence
The Black Box of China’s
Services

China's intelligence and security services communicate
How do China’s
communicate information
about the outside world to China's
China’s leadership?
Australian
Alasdair Gordon, a former senior national security officer for the Australian
government, says,
says, "We
“We in that outside world don't
don’t know much about how they
provide guidance and direction to diplomats and security officials."
officials.”
“This gap in our knowledge of Chinese Intelligence Service
• "This
(CIS) activities may have mattered relatively little during China's
China’s inwardinward
looking years. But today, CIS
CIS leaders are significant players on the world
they learn about the world, and
stage, and
and understanding how and what they
and
how they
ever.”
they formulate their policy choices, is more important than ever."

• "“If
I f U.S. and allied policymakers hope to shape the way China
exercises its growing influence in the world,
world, they
they will require clearer
understanding of how Chinese intelligence interprets U.S. statements and
commentary.”
commentary"
Read Gordon's
Gordon’s column on the opacity of Chinese intelligence.

Arming Troops on Base After Parkland? Not so
fast.

Following the school shooting in Parkland, Fla., President
President Donald Trump
Trump
told attendees of the Conservative Political Action
Action Conference that he would rere
examine military policies regarding troops carrying private firearms on military
bases. Currently,
Currently, only those engaged in law enforcement or related duties can
carry firearms on base,
base, though
though military
military commanders have the authority to grant
additional permissions.
hasn’t yet received any directive from the
the White
The Pentagon says it hasn't
House to update this policy—and according to Lt. Gen.
Gen. (ret.) Guy Swan, former
commander of U.S. Army
Army North, maybe that's
that’s for the best:

• "This
“This was a hotly debated issue after the 2015 Chattanooga
recruiting station shooting. Secretary of
of Defense
Defense Ash Carter did a
thorough review along with the military services and crafted the policy that
was promulgated in DOD Directive 5210.56. As
As I reviewed this policy, it
still seems to be a reasonable approach."
approach.”
“While it is a Pentagon-wide
Pentagonwide policy it delegates key decision authority
• "While
to the military services and ultimately to installation commanders. Local
Local
commanders have the best sense of the environment,
environment, threats
threats and
area."
hazards, and personnel in their local area.”
Read LTG Swan's
Swan’s full comments.
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